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On the eve of the hundredth anniversary of the outbreak of World War I, what could be more
fitting than to award this prestigious Peace Prize to the organization that is truly ready and

willing to END ALL WARS!

The Norwegian parliamentarians have just  awarded the Nobel  Peace Prize to the
European Union.  Now, Norway is one of the few Western European countries that
does not belong to the EU.  So we suspect that the Norwegians’ modesty held them
back from nominating the organization which deep down they believe truly merits the
prize, NATO, because they belong to it.  The self-effacing Norwegians may have feared
that such a choice would seem to be awarding the Prize to themselves. So they gave
the prize to the EU as a sort of substitute.

 That  is  laudable,  and shows how much the Norwegians adhere to  our  common
Western values.

 However, we maintain that false modesty should not stand in the way of rewarding
genuine merit.  Therefore, we propose that all those who cherish our common values
should unite behind this immodest proposal: award the 2013 Nobel Peace Prize to
NATO!

 The wise Norwegians justify their choice by pointing out that the European Union has
promoted European integration.  But if one looks at the facts, it is clear that NATO has
integrated even more countries than the EU, and continues to do so, well beyond the
provincial  limits of  Western Europe.   The EU has integrated Europe by economic
means, which even the Nobel committee admits are collapsing.  NATO, on the other
hand, has used bombs and missiles, to win former Yugoslavia over to our values,
whereas the EU lags behind.  NATO has used its naval and air forces to democratize
Libya,  whereas  the  European  Union  leaders  only  justified  the  operation  with  mere
words.  And today, thanks to Turkey, NATO is actively involved in combating the
Syrian dictator who murders his own people, while the EU still merely talks and sends
money which it doesn’t have.

The Norwegians praise the EU for combating the evil of nationalism, which they fear is
on the rise.  However, in all honesty, the EU contribution to this noble cause is paltry,
involving only a few declining nations on the tip of the Eurasian continent.  How much
more inspiring is NATO’s mission of combating nationalism by bringing its benevolent
rule of democracy and human rights to the whole world!  It is only when all nations
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and nationalisms have been brought under the governance of Western values that
true peace will finally reign over our planet.

On the eve of the hundredth anniversary of the outbreak of World War I, what could be
more fitting than to award this prestigious Peace Prize to the organization that is truly
ready and willing to END ALL WARS!

NATO in 2013!!!
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